DOMOPS Kit
Everything Needed to Manage Emergency Scene Lighting
Developed specifically to assist our nation’s first responders, both military and civilian, to
manage large chaotic scenes, the PowerFlare Domestic Operations (DOMOPS) Kit includes
enough assorted safety beacons to define triage and decon areas, temporary landing zones,
paths to safety for civilians, closed roads, as well as covert marking of vehicles and places.

The DOMOPS Kit contains the following:
FOUR Triage Marker Lights with heavy duty magnets for
easy mounting on flag poles or other raised metallic surfaces:
 One red LED beacon in orange case
 One amber LED beacon in yellow case
 One green LED beacon in OD green case
 One blue LED beacon in blue case (for the on-site morgue)
SIX temporary LZ Marking Lights, enough to quickly create
many of the most common landing zone configurations:
 Four red LED beacon in orange case
 One white LED beacon in tan case
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 One blue LED beacon in blue case
TWO infrared LED Beacons in black
case, with HD magnets, for covertly
marking areas/vehicles
TWO green LED beacons in OD green
case, with HD magnets, for marking
Command Posts/Vehicles
FIVE red LED Beacons in orange case for marking closed roads,
“no-go” areas, or traffic control
FIVE amber LED Beacons in yellow case for marking paths to
safety for civilians (can also be used for traffic control)

Featuring the lightweight, watertight
Pelican Storm Case® which is extremely
tough and guaranteed by Pelican for life.
Also included in the kit are 24 spare CR123 lithium batteries and 6 small
carabineers to hang beacons from fences,
vehicles, or tree branches. The two
orange carry bags, as seen above, are  10 user-selectable flash modes including “S-O-S” and Full-On.
also included.
 Beacons run up to 150 hours on a replaceable CR123 battery with a 10 year shelf life.
 Each PowerFlare Beacon is waterproof, floats, and weighs less than 7 ounces. Diameter 4.25”.
CAGE Code: 311L3
 Kit weighs 18.5 lbs.
DUNS 14-847-5812
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